
 
This tutorial will show you how to create a Realm Crafter MMORPG with a 
zone and one enemy. It also includes scripts so that you can start right away.  
 
First, click New as directed by the red arrow. A window will appear asking 
you to enter the name for the project. Name it whatever you like. Next, 
open up ‘My Projects’ file. Head inside Sample Project/Data/Meshes and 
copy all the files inside there. Then, turn to ‘Your Project 
Name/Data/Meshes and paste all the files in. Do the same for the Textures 
(Sample Project/Data/Textures) as well. If it asks you if you want to 
overwrite several files, click Yes, as it was originally copied from the Sample 
Project as well. 
 
Now, press open as directed by the blue arrow. Make sure that the project 
you want to open is highlighted!  After Realm Crafter is done loading, head 
over the Media Tab and start adding everything in. Remember, the models 



are already encrypted! Leave the options for the textures as they are. 
Models for actors are animated. 

 
 
With the files in place, exit Realm Crafter and again, make sure your project 
is highlighted! Then, press the toolbox tab, and select ‘RC Terrain Editor’ 
 
After the program is done loading, you should press ‘Edit’ and select Raise as 
shown. Then, raise the ends of the terrain. The reason being is to keep 
players off the ‘dropping point’ whilst looking natural. 
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After you’re done you should get something like this. 
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Lastly, click ‘Auto- Texture’ at the bottom right-hand corner. The system 
will texture the terrain for you. Then, select file, Export, and give the 
terrain a name. 
 

 
 
Then, RC-TE will prompt you if you want to save the native terrain. Click Yes 
and wait back for a while. After it’s done, exit the TE and open up your 
scripting editor and insert this script 
 
Function Main() 
Player = Actor() 
iMonChance =  Rand(0,100) 
if(iMonChance < 50 ) 
 iMonDropped = Rand(1,5) 
 ChangeMoney(Player, iMonDropped ) 
   Output(Player, "You received " $+ iMonDropped $+ " Copper") 
Else 
 Output(Player, "This enemy dropped no money") 
EndIf 
 
GenerateItems() 
 
Return() 
End Function 
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Function GenerateItems() 
 
dropped = 0 
.items 
itemRand =  Rand(1,250) 
if (itemRand < 2 ) 
 GiveItem(Actor(), "Standard Sword",1) 
 Output(Actor(), "You received the item: Standard Sword") 
 dropped = dropped + 1 
 if (dropped == 1) 
  Return() 
 EndIf 
EndIf 
 
if (dropped > 0) 
 Return() 
Else 
 GoTo(items) 
EndIf 
Return() 
End Function 
 
//End Generated Script 

 
Edit the items to your liking. Remember the item name! Save the script and 
quit the script editor, before opening your project yet again! 
 
First, head to the ‘Items’ tab and create the item with name in your script 
just now. I am using Training Sword. Save the item when you’re done. 
 

 
 
You can copy me. The next thing, is to go to ‘Factions’ tab and create two 
factions (or one faction). Again, save. Make sure that their rating is not 
100%, otherwise you can’t whack them. Once you’re done, go to the attribute 
tab and create 4 attributes: Health, Strength, Toughness and Speed. Yet 
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again, save. Next, select fixed attributes and choose Health for Health, 
Speed for Speed, Toughness for Toughness and Speed for Speed. Before 
heading to the actors tab to create two new actors, create two animation 
sets under ‘Animation’. Remember to save!! 
 

 
 
Get to the Actor Tab, create two actors and name our soldier; Adventurer 
and give him a description and class. Next, head over to appearance. 
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Select Human Male .b3d for the male body mesh. Next, select 
Human_male_hair_1_blk.x for the hair, Male Head 1 for the face and Male 
Body 1. png for the body.  
 
Go to attributes now; and edit the attributes. 
 
Do the same for our enemy, except name him Beetle and use beetle textures 
and meshes instead. One more thing. Get back to our soldier, under general, 
select; Actor is playable. For the start portal, type Starting Point. Save the 
actors. 
 
One of the final part is here. Head to ‘Zone’ tab, select your zone and  
create a portal above the ground, type Starting Point and place it on the 
ground where you want the player to spawn at. Next, place a waypoint and 
select Beetle for Spawn Actor. For the death script, put the name of the 
script you’ve saved just now. Choose the amount of enemies you want to 
spawn. Choose how much area they can move about and save. 
 
Head  to the Project tab, select Build Full Client and wait. After it’s done, 
create build server and click Yes if it asks you about Dynamic Data. Done? 
 
Exit RC and head to your toolbox. Activate your Test server(normal) and 
unlock it. Open your test client and create a new account there. At this time, 
your firewall might spark a warning. Allow access; you’re connecting to your 
computer.  Create a new character once you are logged in and select that 
character before pressing ‘Start Game’.   
 
You’ve just created your first RC MMORPG. Congratulations! 
 
                                            Trouble-shooting 
 
Problem: My character glides around. 
 
It’s easy, copy the animations frames from the Sample Project’s animation 
set; Player (male) to yours.  
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Problem: I can’t attack the enemies 
 
Check the faction ratings 
Problem: There’s a large interface that disrupts my view. 
 
Open up your RC Project, head to ‘Interface’ tab and shrink it. It’s actually 
your compass. Move it if you wish. 
 
Problem: I can’t move. 
 
Edit your speed attribute. Do not make it 0. 
 
Problem: I land in a white hole when I begin the game 
 
That’s the ‘dropping point’. Check the collision settings. 
 
Problem: No enemies spawn 
 
You might have not set their health attribute. Otherwise, they have fallen 
through the terrain. You may also have selected the number of actors to 
spawn to 0. 
 
Problem: I can’t find the item!! 
 
Be patient, the item is 1 out of 250 chances to get. Otherwise, the item’s 
name might have been misspelled.  
 
Problem: I don’t see changes 
 
Create a full client again. 
 
Problem: The animations are weird…. 
 
You might have type the frames wrongly, or chose the wrong animation set. 
 
I can be contacted through the forums. Constructive criticisms are welcome. 
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